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NOTATION

s coordinate along the cable

a length of the cable

a velocity of propagation of an elastic wave along the
cable

p maximum displacement of the upper end of the cable

S Lnmpressed circular frequency

g acceleration of gravity

A cross-sectional area of the cable

E modulus of elasticity

M mass of aiu equivalent body at the lower end of the
cable

T tension at any point along the cable

To  static tension at the lower end of the cable

ru static tension at the upper end of the cable

AT change in tension

t longitudinal displacement along the cable

4 mass per unit length of the cable

9 angle between the cable and the horizontal
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ABSTRACT

A theoretical analysis of the variation in mooring-cable
tension of ships anchored in deep water is presented. The
hydrodynamic forces produced by the ocean currents are neglected
in comparisol with the elastic forces of the cable and based on
this assumption, the wave equation for longitudinal vibrations
is derived. The wave equation is solved for two sets of boundary
conditions and the results are applied to three typical ship-
anchoring problems in deep water.

INTRODUCTION

There are an increasing number of applications where ships
must be anchored in deep water. For example, cable-laying ships
and radar picket ships are occasionally anchored in deep water.
In applications of this type usually the hydrodynamic forces
produced by ocean currents are small and may be neglected in
comparison with the effect of ship motion on the elastic forces
in the anchor cable.

The pur-pose of this paper is to show that the wave equation'
can be used to compute the mooring cable tension produced by ship
motion providing that certain simplifying assumptions can be made.
The equation for longitudinal vibrations along the cable is derived
and a solution is presented for two sets of boundary conditions.
Also, three numerical examples of ships anchored in deep water are
included.

M.ATIIATICAL FORMULATION OF PROBLEM

An elastic cable in equilibrium subjected to known forces
at each end is considered. Both the normal and tangential com-
ponents of the hydrodynamic force are neglected. The weight
of the cable is included in the determination of the steady-state
tension at each end. Also, the sum of the elastic forces acting
on the cable is equated to the mass times the acceleration of
the cable. Then, in the analysis, the cable can be assumed to
lie in any arbitrary plane. Hence, consider a piece of cable
of length y as shown by the sketch in Figure 1.

'References are listed on page 22.
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x y y'
S---- F t(t)
I s

- s * ds - + d(

Figure 1 - Deformation of Cable Element

It is seen that the point s moves to s + E and the point s + ds
moves to (s + ds)+(- + d ) as a result of applying some force
F(t) to one end of the cable. Then at some time t, the length
ds becomes ds+ (ZE/i ds. If Hooke'slaw2 is assumed for the
relationship between the applied force and the resultirg strain,
the elongation, L/s, croduces a tensile stress at section s
which is given by E 38/ s.

Consider a cable element of length ds as shown by the sketch
in Figure 2.

AEAE + ds

Figure 2 - Forces Acting on Cable Element

Summing forces on the element and applying Newton's Law yields

AE ds = Ias' at"

and dividing Equation [1] by ds gives

AE ( 2 2  [2]
632 - 16 ()t

-N il



Let

a2 - [31

then Equation [2] becomes

3s 2  22 at 2

which is the equation of longitudinal wave notion. Also, the
tensile force actir. on the cable can be written as

dT = AE 3-2 ds + g sin 0 ds [5]3s2

Integration of Equatiocn [5] yields

T = AE - + p. g s sin 9 + constant [6]

If the tension at the lower end of the cable is denoted by To
when the cable is in equilibrium, i.e., when 0/s = 0, Equation
[6] becom.es

T = To + p g s sin e + AE [7]

By the method of separation of variables, a solution of
Equation [4] can be written as

((s,t) = (Cl cos wt + C2 sin Wt) (C3 cos s + C4 sin ~s)[8]

1__ _ 11



The four constants, C1, C2 , C3 , and C4 , must be determined
from the boundary and initial ccnditions of the specific
problem.

SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

Two basic types of problems, differing only in the end
conditions are investtgated. One end of the cable system is
disturbed by a simple harmonic displacement while the cther
end is fixed or allowed to move. The cable-anchor configuration
is assumed to be a straight line inclined to the horizontal.
Also, as previously stated, the weight of the cable is considered
in the determination of the equilibrium tension and the hydro-
dynamic forces are neglected.

LOWER END RIGIDLY FIXED

In this case, the origin of the coordinate system is placed
at the fixed lower end. Then, the boundary condition at this
point can be written as

((Ot) ="O, 0[ 

and Equation [8] becomes

c(O,t) = C3(01 cos a) T C2 sin wt) 0- [10]

Equation [10] can be satisfied for all values of t only if
C3  0 O. Hence, Equation [8] can be written as

((s,t) = C4 sin a s (Cl cos Ct C2 sin at) [11]

or

((s,t) = sin T s (C5 cos Xt + C sin wt) [121

If the system is at rest at t - O, then

(s,o) = O [13]



:nd Equ3tion [12] becomes

%(s,O) = Cs sin =s -0 14]

Thezefore, CS 0. With this result, Eqiation [12f can be
rewritten as

;(s,t) = C6 sin Dt sin s [151

If the upper end of the cable, = , is dlsplacqd according
to

p(,t) =-? sin nt [16]

Equation [15] becomes

p. sin ot = C6 sin wt sin a (17]

Hence

C [18]
6 sin 0A [181

a

and Equation [15] can now be written as

(s,t) sin sin t sin s [19]
a

Equation [19] specifies the space and time behavior of the
longitudinal displacement of the cable.

Let

AT = A" [20]6s

Then Equation [7] can be written at s = 0 as

Ts= 0 = To + Ts=0  [210s=0=



and at s = L as

Ts=5 = Tu + ATIS=

where

Tu = To + g L sin 9

dynamic tension
Threfore, the ratio, static tension at upper end' can be

written at the lower end as

Ts=o - + ATis=0

Tu Tu Tu

and at the upper end as

s= T1 + ITj=1
Tu e Tu

Differentiating Equation [19] and
in Equation [20] yields

D P

AT = AE a in sin at

a

substituting the results

cos s LC5]

The change in tension, AT, at any point along the cable for the
fixed end case can be computed from Equation [25].

LOWER END FREE TO MOVE

If a body of mass M is attached to the lower end of the
cable, the boundary condition, applying Newton's Law, can be
written as

[22]

[23]

[24]
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=M g sin 9 - T]s=0

but from Equation [7]

T = To + AE [271

Hence, the boundary condition given by Equation [26] becomes

M 0
-  _ = M g sin 0 - To - AE ss=
6t2 S=0 I s=0

[28]

However, it is recognized that the steady-state tension must
be the same as the wight of the cable and body. Therefore

M g sin 9 - To S 0 [29]

Hence, Equation [28] becomes

02 (O,t) = _ AE 3(,t) [30]
t' M bs

The displacement is assumed to be zero at t = 0, as in the
previous section. Hence the displacement can be wietten as

(s,t) = sin wt (Cg cos s + C6 sin ~s) [31]

Applying the boundary condition at s = O, which is given by
Equation [30] to Equation [311 yields

aM3
C6 AE CS

~

[26]

[32]

M t2 I s=o
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Therefore, Equation [31] becomes

4(s,t) = C sinot cos Ws + a sin I s

As in the previous section, the upper end of the cable, z = 2,
is displaced according to

(,t) = p sin ct

[33]

Hence

CS = 134]+l ao wcos + a sin
a AE a

and now the equation prescribing the space
of the cable can be written as

p sin ct
((s,t) = m a-e l cos s

cos + sin
a AE a

and time behavior

aM a3 ]
+ E sin

Therefore, the change in the dynamic tension with respect
the static tension at the upper end can be written as

Ts=O To ATIs=0

Tu Tu Tu

and

s= - 1 + t s=
Tu Tu

where

AT = AE S AE p sin wt raMo es Us]AT = AE os + a sin AE cos - sin a
a AE a

1351
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Hence, Equation [38], which is valid for the cable-anchor
configuration, can be used to compute the change in tension
above the equilibrium value for any point along the cable for
a range of input circular frequencies, w, and input displace-
ments, p.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Three mooring cable systems, I, II, and III, shown in
Figure 3, are investigated utilizing the results developed in
the previous section3. Various simplifying assumptions con-
cerning the cable sysLems are made; however, the physical case
of anchoring a ship in deep water will probably lie between
the two idealized cases.

In all three examples the cable is assumed to be subjected
to sufficient tension such that the configuration cdn be approx-
imated by a straight line. Because the sag due to the weight
of the cable has been neglected in this analysis, the computed
tension variations probably will be larger than actually developed
in the real case. The equilibrium configurations for the three
examples are presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3 and Figure 3.

Equation [25] is used to compute AT for the examples where
the lower end of the cable is fixed and Equation [38] is used
for the examples where the lower end is free to move. In these
computations, the anchor, chain, and concrete clump which com-
prise the last 270 feet of the system, are lumped together and
considered as a single mass. The numerical values of the con-
stants in Equations (25] and (38] were taken as

A = 0.785 in2

E = 14 x 10 psi

a = 1.68 x I04 ft/sec

Figure 4 shows how the ratio of dynamic tension to static
tension varies as a function of frequency of displacement of
the upper 6nd. Th6 calculations are for a 1-foot-harmonic
.displacement of the upper end for each of the three configura-
tions with fixed and with free lower ends. The percentage change
in the dynamic towline tension for the three exaniples subject to
1-foot-harmonic displacement of the upper end is shown in
Figure 5. Since AT varies linearily with d_3placement, the
effect of other displacements can be obtained from these curves
by multiplication. In Figures 4 and 5, separate curves are shown
for the tension parameter at the upper and lower ends.



TABLE 1

Cable-Anchor Configuration I
Horizontal Component of Tension at Surface = 10,000 lbs

Distance
Along line

s
in feet

Angle of
line
9

in degrees

Height of
line abcve
anchor
y

in feet

Horizontal
Distance
from anchor

x
in feet

Anchor, beginning
of Chain 0 0 0 0
W = 13.5 lb/ft
in water

End of First Shot 90- i6.9 5.4 88
of Chain 90 5. 88

Clump - 4100 lbs 90 28 5.4 88in water

End of Chain,
beginning of 270 37.7 102 241
Cable

Surface end of
Cabe1.25 4420 52-3 3000 3131

in water

Position

_ il
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TABLE 2

Cable-Anchor Configuration II
Horizontal Compcnent of Tension at Surface = 20,000 lbs

Height of Horizontal
Distance Angle of line above Distance

.Alcong line line anchor from anchor
Position s 0 y x

in feet in degrees in feet in feet

Anchor, beginning
of Chain O 3 0 0
W = 13.5 10/ft
in water

.. ..... ., -- .

End of First Shot 90 6.4 8 90
of Chain 90

Clump - 4100 lbs
in water 90 17.6 8 90

End of Chain,
beginning of 270 23.3 h8 270
Cable

Surface end of
Cable
S= 1.25 lb/ft 6000 38.3 3000 5140
in water

p __________________________ _______________________________



TABLE 3

Cable-Anchor Configuration III
Horizontal Component of Tension at Surface = O0,00 lbs

Distance
Along line

s
in feet

Angle of
line

in degrees

Height of
line above
anchor
y

in feet

Horizontal
Distance
from anchor

in feet

Anchor, beginning
of Chain
w = 13.5 lb/ft
in water

End of First Shot
of Chain 90 6.7 9.2 90

Clump - L100 Ibs
in water 90 12.4 9.2 90

End of Chain,
beginning of 270 15.7 52 263
Cable

Surface end of
Cable 8140 27.8 3000 7540
W = 1.25 lb/ft
in water

Position

I _Y
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Lower end free

Upper end

-- ower end

1.2

1.0

.9

.8

1.1

1.0

.9

,81

Figure 4a - Mooring Line Tension Ratio as a Function of Impressed
Circular Frequency for a 1-Foot-Harmonic Displacement
of the Upper End and a Cable Length of 4420 Feet

a3 4
I in radians per second
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Lower end free

1,/

Upper end

1.0

-- Lower end

. - -- ---- ---

1.2

1.1

.9

8
1 2 3 4 6

mO in radians per second

Figure 4b - 6000-Foot Configuration
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1 2 3 4
w i radians per second

Figure +c - 81+,-Foot Configuration
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Lowe r end f ixe
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L- ower end free
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Figure 5a

0 2 4 6 8 10
uo in radians per second

- Percentage Change in Mooring Linc Tension as a
Function of Impressed Circular Frequency for a
l-Foot-lHrmonlc Dicplacement of the Upper End
of the 4420-Foot Configuration
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Upper End

Lower end fixe

Lower end free '

II3e

per .;econd

configuration
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140

-20
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co in radians

Figure 5b - 6000-Foot
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w in radians per second

Figure 5c - 8140-Foot Configuration
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Figure 6 is an example of the time variation of LT]
at the upper end of the 6000-foot configuration with the lower
end fixed. This curve was computed from Equation [25] for a
circular frequency, i), of 1.0.

NATUIMAL FREQUENCIES

The natural frequency is defined as the frequency which
causes AT -* o. Hence, for the fixed end case which is given
by Equation [25], AT - v when sin Al/a -+ 0. Therefore

nora
an -- where n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . [393

If thelower end is f tee to move AT - co when

w1 aM) CDcos - + -E" sin 0 [40]

as can be seen from Equation [38] Equation [40] can be
written as

® tan jn _ ~A where n = I, 2, 3, ... [41]
a aMtn

and solved graphically for wn.

CONCLUSIONS

A method of computing the dynamic tention at any point
along a mooring cable for two sets of boundary conditions has
been presented. Altholugh the sag of the cable was neglected in
this analysis, it is falt that the real ship-anchor problem will
lie between the two set of boundary conditions. The case with
the lower end of the c:able rigidly fixed should predict a value
for the tension higher than the real case; whereas, the case with
the lower end of the cvible free to move should predict a value
for the tension lower than the real case.
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